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हलचल    Means Activity

The aftermath of the second wave of the COVID 19 has been overwhelming. Its scar on the mental health of
the people along with other effects on physical health has been unprecedented. Several of our team
members were severely affected, more by the feeling of helplessness and frustration at being denied
hospital beds and access to health care. The trauma, the suffering, and experiences of death from close
quarters cannot be expressed easily. The most damning part was the unavailability of support, care and
understanding left many with wounds which will take long time to heal. Its a challenging aspect for many
NGOs who work on providing such support and care. How do we understand this critical need? How can we
address this in the future with empathy and compassion?

In such tiring times, we have managed to put together yet another edition of Hulchal. Do go through this
edition and hopefully it will provide you with an opportunity to dialogue with us.



Abhivyakti team facilitated an online workshop on Research for the activists of SNEHA, an
organisation working in the area of health, education and research for the empowerment of the
marginalised communities living in Mumbai. Over five Sunday afternoons, we facilitated sessions for
the youth working in different slum communities of Mumbai on the fundamentals of research. Our aim
was to make research easy to understand and enable the youth to conduct it in their work areas. It
was interesting learning experience as the process was online. 

TEACHING RESEARCH ONLINE



Due to the second wave, most of our work was done online. We decided to reach our team of Shohini
and Shodaks through Zoom, knowing well that network connection might be an issue. However,
despite the connection issue we were able to speak with our field team based in the villages in
Trimbakeshwar taluka. The team of community researchers informed us about the situation in the
villages during the second wave. People were scared, had misconceptions about vaccination, and were
engaged in treating Corona patients with household methods. In light of this situation, we decided to
conduct a survey on the Covid situation in the villages where we worked.

ONLINE MEETING WITH SHODHINI/SHODAK



We decided to reach some of the villagers to collect
data on the ground realities during the second wave
of the pandemic. We focused on four main areas –
vaccination, employment, facilities available in the
primary health centre and sub centres and the reality
of Khawati scheme. We reached out to 324 people in
12 villages and collected data on the above issues. Our
village field team took due precaution amidst rising
Covid crisis. We intend to present the data to the
health officials at the local and regional level so that
health services become easily accessible to the
people.

COVID SURVEY



What does the data of Covid survey inform? We collected data from 324 people in 12 villages. The
picture is dismal. People are wary of the treatment, have many misconceptions about the disease as
well of the vaccination process. People with symptoms refused to visit the health centres and relied
on household remedies. Due to poor transportation facilities, reaching the health centre was a big
hurdle. The highlight of the survey points to the following – only 11% of those surveyed had taken
vaccination, regarding receiving Khavati aid, only 4% had got it, and only 37% had benefitted from
the employment guarantee scheme. The report is available with us.

REPORT OF THE COVID SURVEY 
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KHAVATI YOJANA EMPLOYMENT



Our collaboration with PAHAL, Mumbai continued with work on developing the Self Awareness
module. The module is part of several such modules which will be facilitated in a workshop for youth
of Gujarat and Maharashtra to build their capacities with the aim to raise their employability and
empowerment. The process of working on the self-awareness module was an enriching experience as
the duration of the module was limited to only seven hours. The Self Awareness module will be
tested with the youth in the coming months.

DESIGNING MODULE ON SELF AWARENESS



The project to initiate local livelihoods with the help of people got affected due to Covid lockdown.
We had started the process of initiating six social enterprises in different villages in Trimbakeshwar
taluka of Nashik. We are now in the process of meeting communities again and taking steps to start
the livelihoods process. The Honeybee Unit in the village of Aadgoan was visited by former member of
the Legislative Assembly Shri J. P Gavit who appreciated the efforts of the farmers in starting this
business. He felt that honey-making process was apt for the farmers. About 150 farmers were
present on the occasion.

STRENGTHENING LOCAL ECONOMIES



To enable the women of Ganeshgoan get familiar with the process of seed-making and conservation, a
one-day workshop was organised at Kobhalne. Padmashri–honoured Rahibai Popare gave her guidance.
She emphasised the importance of home-grown organic seeds and its effect on living sustainably.
Rahibai narrated her own life-journey of growing organic seeds and efforts to develop a Seed bank in
her village. The women of Ganeshgoan visited the Seed bank and saw its functioning and were greatly
inspired by Rahibai who herself was a tribal woman like them and who was honoured with Padmashri
for her pioneering work in preserving seeds for the benefit of farmers interested in sustainable
farming.

WORKSHOP TO LEARN SEED-MAKING



As a response to the 2nd wave of the COVID pandemic, we have been creating series of posters on
Vaccine awareness and on the issue of Mucormycosis to generate awareness in rural and urban areas.
We released the posters in the villages and shared it with our field contacts who were responsible to
distribute the posters to others in the villages where we work. We also disseminated the posters on
our social media platform. 

PRODUCTION NEWS 

A. POSTER MAKING



Vikas Sahayog Pratisthan, Mumbai approached us for making short videos on their interventions and
provide technical support for the online HRDP (Holistic Rural Development Project) Handover
Ceremony event on 25 June 2021 at Dhule. The event focused on interacting with the project
stakeholders of HRDP in Dhule, Maharashtra. Success of the projects were shared along with
recognition and appreciation.
We made videos on seven successful stories on livelihood enhancement, education, health care, and
sanitation. The videos were released in their online ceremony.

B. MAKING SHORT VIDEOS AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR ONLINE EVENT



A. Shubhangi and Rohini, Shodhini from Hirdi Village participated in a webinar hosted by MASUM, Pune on the
issue of Child Marriage where they shared their experiences of early marriages of girls, especially during
COVID.

B. Abhivyakti and ASPBAE will collaborate on series of initiative for the marginalised youth. One which we
are excited about is on mental health.

C. Series of online workshops were organised in collaboration with College of Architecture and Design and
MET College of Architecture for their first-year students on creating awareness on environmental perception.

D. Abhivyakti also participated in an online session on designing Gap Year programme for the youth which
was organised by UNICEF.

OTHER HAPPENINGS

E. Abhivyakti organised two online sessions on
Mindfullness for the activists, functionaries and
volunteers of Vikas Sahayog Pratishthan and NTLN
(Non-traditional Livelihoods Network) in the month
of June. The sessions were facilitated by Dr
Rajendra Barve, Board member of Abhivyakti.

F. Abhivyakti attended the General Body meeting of
the Indian Multiversity Alliance (IMA) in June which
is a network to promote alternatives to higher
education.



While the pandemic has left us all numb and helpless, it has
also surfaced many emotions, like fear at one end of the
spectrum and compassion at the other. People have started
behaving strangely – going into an overdrive of protection and
becoming wary of even near and dear ones coming in close
contact. One common emotion that most of us experienced
was the feeling of helplessness! Series of external events like
not finding a hospital bed or oxygen led to facing traumatic
conditions and feeling helpless. In psychology, it is believed
that helplessness is learnt in face of situations which are
stressful and not in our control. The feeling is pervasive and
results in our inability to act. Learned helplessness is a way to
bear painful experiences and leads to avoidance of such
situations in the future. This also happened in the recent
pandemic, as the lack of access to health services became a
devastating reality that many of us experienced. Individually,
resilience and mindfulness can lead us to learn hopefulness
instead of helplessness. Collectively, let us hope for better
services and compassionate governance. 

What do you think? We would love to hear your views on this.
Pl write to - admin@abhivyakti.org.in and visit our website
www.abhivyakti.org.in 

BEFORE WE SAY GOOD BYE 


